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HAVE NO FEAR...SUBWAY CARDS ARE HERE! 

We’ve all experienced that pit in our stomach or felt our blood pressure rise a little when we see that 

dreaded red light at the scale house!  Time for an inspection!  However, have no fear...as long as you did 

a thorough Pre-Trip Inspection at the beginning of your shift and caught any potential problems you should 

be fine!  

Just a reminder...when you pass that CHP inspection and turn in the examination report to your manager 

we will gladly buy your lunch!  The reward for a “clean” inspection is a $10 Subway Gift Card!   

A “Clean” Inspection = a Safe Truck = a Happy CHP Officer = a Happy Safety Director = a Free Lunch = 

a Happy Driver!     

Thank you to the following drivers who recently passed inspections...your Subway Cards are on the way! 

Mark Arellano      Anthony Corona      Hector Duenas      David Gonzales      Jay Gutierrez         

Mark Hill      Tom Lucett      Salvador Manzo      Jose Mata      Ron Mediana      Ramon Meza                  

Frank Molina      Constantino Montoya      Aresh Omar      Faustino Perez      Uwe Petersen            

Benny Reyes      David Saha      Richard Stoeckl      Merced Torres      Elias Williams            

Tim Willyard      Doeut Yun   



 

 

REBECCA’S CORNER 

Vicente Guerra    Feb 10   SCK 

TRIVIA QUESTION 

OF THE MONTH 

 

Rico Thomas 17 Years        LAM  

Jorge Rodriguez 16 Years        ONT  

Francisco Rodriguez   5 Years        LAM  

Hector Duenas        Feb 08   SCK 

SURPRISE!  SECRET GIFT!  WINNER!  CONGRATULATIONS! 

IF YOUR NAME IS HANDWRITTEN BELOW CALL  ROB or     

REBECCA by Thurs 02/28 to REDEEM YOUR PRIZE!            

(209) 858-1124  __________________________ 

When an RJR driver turns in a clean inspec-

tion report what is the reward?    

Congrats to HAY driver Alfredo Penez, who 

correctly answered the January trivia ques-

tion. 

February Question 

Submit your answer to Rob Leetham          

email: robl@rjrtransportation.net                   

text: 209.256.9271   call: 209.858.1124     

Correct answers will be entered in a      

drawing to win a $25 Chili’s Gift Card! 

John Montemayor    Feb 18   HAY 

Victor Vera    5 Years        ONT  

Chris North   4 Years        SCK  

Phillip Madison    4 Years        HAY  

Guadalupe Sandoval  1 Year          LAM  

Esteban Garcia   1 Year          SCK  

Frank Molina    1 Year          SCK  

Ruben Sanchez    Welcome Back!   LAM  

A) Minimal lost time at the scales. 

B) Knowing he has a safe, well maintained truck. 

C) A $10 Subway Gift Card. 

D) All the above. 

Keeping it Real...Behind the Wheel! 

Anthony Corona handles a scary incident like a Pro 

Veteran driver Anthony Corona recently experienced a scary incident while driving 

his truck on Interstate 5 but thankfully all turned out okay.  When a car spins out 

off the freeway in front of you there is not much you can do...or is there?  

First of all, Anthony was driving 5 mph BELOW the posted speed limit, giving him 

time to react.  Second, he had plenty of following distance behind the car.     

Other factors, he was observant.  He noticed that the car that spun out just passed him and had a “donut” spare tire 

on the rear passenger side.  Anthony knew it is not safe to drive so fast with that type of spare and anticipated some-

thing going wrong.  Sure enough, the spare blew and the car spun off the freeway.  Since he had plenty of space, and 

his speed was manageable, Anthony was able to slow his truck and avoid any further problems.   

Anthony stated, “We all drive extra careful on a rainy day, however on a day like this with perfect 

weather it’s easy to let up.  I try and not let up whenever I am behind the wheel.  I try and pay 

attention to what’s going on around me on the road no matter what the circumstances are.” 

By the way, all of this was captured on the trucks’ AER camera.  Great job Anthony!  A $50 VISA card is coming your way! 


